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Overview
Using “Data Mining” to analyse car crash 
simulation data; what do we want?

What is Data mining?

Analysing car parts from the BMW 
manufacturing process and correlating them 
to the crash simulation data; will it work?
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Setup 
The question(s) ?

The data The environment



Data Preparation

What?: convert raw data in data minable data 
and cleaning it up

Why?: data mining algorithms can’t process 
data in its original format

         data preparation = most time 
consuming process of data mining task



Example: Preparing crash simulation data

1) Export raw data from CAE-Bench
2) Computing meta data
3) Data cleaning and sorting
4) Similarity analysis and data reduction
5) Evaluation and final cleaning

          Results stored in tables for data mining!



1) Export of data from CAE-Bench
Export data from simulated crash test 

Here: virtual car model after crash

      CAE-Bench



2) Computing meta data

- Virtual car model = composition of FE-models 
of the individual car parts    Disassemble
- Aim?: to analyse influence on crash 
behaviour due to changes in shape of car parts

What to use as meta data?



- FE-model of parts contains all geometrical 
data = hidden from data mining algorithms
- Solution?: define meta data such that it 
quantifies the geometry
- Examples: centre of gravity, moment of 
inertia, length of edges, surface size, etc.

 All mesh independent, thus different 
meshing algorithms can be compared



3) Data cleaning and sorting

Cleaning: removing unnecessary data 
entrances
When?: During engineering process, parts are 
modified to test crash-worthiness. Unchanged 
parts can not be responsible for deviations in 
the simulation results (arrow) Exclusion from 
analysis!



How?: MD5-checksum for every mesh; filter 
out multiples of the same checksum 
(unchanged part)

Data mining tasks will then only include 
parts with multiple instances in the data base



4) Similarity analysis

- Similarity measure = geometric data of the different 
parts
- Parts are represented as a point in a 
multidimensional meta data space
         Parts with similar meta data form clusters, which 
can be split up in sub-clusters through hierarchical 
clustering
- Here: weighted sum of meta data as single similarity 
measure



5) Evaluation

Last step: 
A table is created containing 1 line of text per 
crash test containing the name of the model, 
similarity values of parts and result values of 
interest.



Data-mining on Similarity data

Attribute selection:

WEKA: Chi-Squared



Data-mining on Similarity data
Decision Trees:



Data-mining on Similarity data
Data-mining Reports



Conclusions
Framework in place: the method has been 
demonstrated to be applicable to car crash data 

Used in observations of model changes. Next step is 
to integrate into the CAE-Bench; the engineers 
working environment

Need more substantial data sets to check the 
effectiveness of the approach...the future is bright!



Thank you for your attention!

Any Questions?


